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ac currents in a vortex state of layered superconductors
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The ac properties of layered superconductors in the vortex state for the parallel orientation of the external
magnetic fieldB are examined. We find that due to an intrinsic Josephson effect the ac characteristics depend
on the kind of the steady-state fluxon structure. Both the collective modeVps and the ac penetration depth
l i

ac(v,B) are affected by the magnetic field in an anomalous way, because of the reactive properties of the
vortex state’s environment.@S0163-1829~98!04801-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the electromagnetic properties of m
oxide superconductors (S̃) have received considerable atte
tion. An increased interest to this issue has been prompte
observation of the low-lying collective mode inc polarized
experiments1–3 made on single crystal samples. A pheno
enological theory of this phenomenum was proposed in R
4,5. It was emphasized4,5 that the layered structure of met
oxides caused a huge anisotropy of normal transport whic
metalliclike within theab planes while it is essentially non
metallic and reduced in thec direction. According to Refs
4,5, this nonmetallic character of thec axis transport as wel
as the Josephson nature of the coupling between the adja
Cu-O planes is responsible for the low-lying collective osc
lations with the frequencyVps<D,Tc ~D is the energy gap
value andTc is the critical temperature!. Since the intrinsic
Josephson effect plays a key role in the formation of
collective mode, the mode itself should be affected by a
magnetic field.4–6 Actually, the model4,5 predicts suppression
of Vps by the dc magnetic field, which depends on the m
nitude and orientation of the magnetic induction vectorB
with respect to the crystal axis, i.e., on the type of vor
structure.7–10 Nevertheless, when calculating the ac prop
ties, the simplified phenomenological approach4,5 operates
with a few assumptions which are not evident for the m
tioned case. Namely, the model4,5 took into account the qua
siparticle and Josephson components of the total interla
ac current only, while basically, at finite temperatures and
a finite magnetic field, the so-called interferen
components11 can be important as well. Besides, in th
model,4,5 the frequency dependence of the ac Joseph
component was neglected while the quasiparticle compo
was assumed to obey the Ohm law. These assumptions,
ever, are not well consistent with a general picture of
transport in weakly coupled systems becauses(v) must be
dependent on details of the low-energy electron spect
@which apparently is the case in the metal oxide superc
570163-1829/98/57~1!/582~8!/$15.00
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ductors#, and on the nature ofc-axis transport as well. The
contribution of the interference components into total ac c
rent and the frequency dependence of all components w
explored forS̃ in the recent paper12 within an interlayer tun-
neling model. It was shown12 that the transverse collectiv
mode observed in experiments1–3 is determined by the bal
ance between different components of the electric curr
~the quasiparticle, Josephson, and two interference com
nents!. The calculations performed in Ref. 12 were relate
however, to a specific tunneling model in absence of any
external fields. Since applied dc magnetic field may crea
mixed state having a complex structure also affecting
Josephson component of the totalc-axis transport, the ac
properties of layered superconductors~SC’s! at BÞ0 is a
matter of interest.

In this paper, solving the system of nonlinear equatio
for the interlayer phase difference, we analyze the effec
dc magnetic fieldBÞ0 on ac properties of a layered supe
conductor in the vortex state, for a parallel orientation of t
dc magnetic field@so-called fluxon lattice#. We would like to
account for the contribution from all the aforemention
components of electric ac current at finite temperatures.
will show that asB increases, the frequency of the transve
collective modeVps is depressed. In Sec. II, we formula
the main assumptions of the model and basic equatio
while in Sec. III we compute the distribution of supercurre
and of local dc field in the fluxon structure. We also calcula
the distribution of the in-plane supercurrentj x

n over the
stack. In Sec. IV, we present results of numerical calcu
tions of Vps(B) and examine the ac penetration depth alo
the c axis l i

ac(v,B) ~at fixed frequencies!, which shows
quite remarkable features due to reactive properties of mi
state. For comparison, we compute the same characteri
for an unconventional layered superconductor.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The ac properties of layered superconductors in mix
state are explored here considering the system as a sta
582 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 583ac CURRENTS IN A VORTEX STATE OF LAYERED . . .
Josephson junctions. In metal oxide single crystals, such
croscopic junctions are naturally formed by Cu-O superc
ducting layers separated by interstitial insulating~or normal!
regions. Then thec-axis electric current can be described
terms of interlayer electron tunneling, which in stationa
case consists of the dc Josephson component only. The
perfluid current density can become quite inhomogeneou
a constant magnetic field applied to the type-II superc
ductor creates a certain vortex structure inside it. The ge
of the mixed state taking place in these superconductors
pends on the magnitude of the external parallel magn
field B as well as on the strength of the Josephson interla
coupling, and on the temperatureT. Initial theoretical models
for the vortex state in weakly coupled layered SC’s we
proposed in Refs. 7–10. It was shown that both, very h
anisotropy and the Josephson interlayer coupling in the m
oxides are significant for the formation of fluxon lattice.8,9

As was emphasized in the Refs. 8–10, the alternation of
order parameter amplitudeuD(r )u does not contribute essen
tially to the total free energy, because whenB' c axis, the
vortex cores@for which, however,uD(x)uÞ0# are localized
in the interlayer interstitial regions. Another reason is th
the magnitudes of coherence lengthj' and jab ~in the c
direction and within theab plane, respectively!, are always
much smaller than the magnetic field penetration length.
mentioned circumstances allow to neglect the contribut
due to uD(r )u variations when calculating averaged chara
teristics. The equations for the order parameter follow fr
the free energy functional8–10describing the SC with Joseph
son interlayer coupling in the magnetic field, or from Ma
well equations taking into account the Josephson relat
ship. In this paper, the main attention is paid to the case
parallel field @Bi ab planes#, and the stationary ‘‘vortex’’
part of interlayer phase differenceswn,n11 is described by
the set of extended sine-Gordon equations8–10

¹x
2wn,n112

1

lJ
2 @2 sin wn,n112sin wn11,n122sin wn21,n#

2
1

l'
2
sin wn,n1150, ~1!

wheren50•••N denotes the index of layer,N is the number
of layers in the crystal;lJ5gc' , g5l' /l i is the anisot-
ropy ratio, andl' and l i are the static penetration depth
along thec axis andab plane, respectively. Thus, in th
presence of pinned vortices induced by the parallel dc m
netic field, the phase difference due to external weak ac fi
fn,n11

ac (t) can be considered as a small addition to the m
‘‘steady state vortex’’ part,wn,n11

fn,n11~ t !5wn,n111fn,n11
ac ~ t !. ~2!

The ac partfn,n11
ac (t) itself is determined from the Joseph

son relationship

fn,n11
ac ~ t !52edbE t

dtEz~ t !, ~3!

where db.c' is the averaged thickness of the interstit
regions, andEz(t) is the c axis component of the electri
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field vector. When computing ac characteristics, one m
take into account that spatial variations ofuD(r )u occur on a
short scale;j' ~or jab! while the wn,n11(x) alternates on
much longer scale;lJ ~or evenl'!. If the concentration of
impurities and crystal lattice deffects is small, andB!Bc2
~the concentartion of vortices is also small!, then the total
area of regions with the reduced magnitude ofuD(r )u is neg-
ligible. Practically it means that one can simply setuD(r )u
[D5const. Additionally, for the far-infrared frequencie
v;D,Tc one may still havelfield@c' ~lfield is the wave
length of the ac field; andc' is thec-axis lattice constant!.
The last condition, indeed, is even better satisfied for
microwave measurements,6 where v,,D,Tc . Thus, one
can implement an approximation considering the ac field
be homogeneous on the scale;c' . The dc magnetic field,
however, creates a vortex structure providing inhomogen
on the scale of intervortex distance. In many experime
the main interest is paid to the characteristics avera
over the volume of sample~e.g., in c polarized far-infrared
measurements,1–3 and moreover, in microwave exper
ments6!, with the sizedsample@l'

ac(0) andl i
ac~0! @l'

ac(0) and
l i

ac(0) being the ac penetration depths atT50#. The dis-
cussed distinction in scales suggests that one can simplify
description separating the dc and ac contributions to the e
tric current from each other. Then the totalc-axis current is

j z,n~ t !5 j z,n
~0!1 j z,n

~1!~ t ! ~4!

j z,n
~1!~ t !5E dt8s'~ t,t8!Ez~ t8!

52
\

2ec'
E dt8

]s'~ t,t8!

]t8
fac~ t8!

52 i
\

2ec'

vs'~v!fv
aceivt, ~5!

where thec-axis dc current is assumed to be purely of J
sephson nature,j z,n

(0)5 j csin@wn,n21(x)#, while the second ac
term j z,n

(1)(t) contains four contributions coming from quas
particle and Josephson~active and reactive! components of
electric current. In this approximation, the variations of
current in fact are fully determined by the interlayer pha
differencewn,n11(x) @which for a pinned fluxon structure
can be found solving the stationary Eq.~1!#, while the small
ac current can be calculated separately from a microsc
model. For the average over the sample actives'1 and reac-
tive s'2 components of thec-axis ac conductivity, one
writes the following general expressions:

s'1~v!5sqp~v!1sJos,2~v!^coswn,n11&s2sJos,1~v!

3^sin wn,n11&s , ~6!

s'2~v!5sJos,1~v!^coswn,n11&s1sqp,1~v!1sJos,2~v!

3^sin wn,n11&s , ~7!

where sqp(v) is the part of ac conductivity related to th
contribution from quasiparticle tunnelingsJos,1(v) is the ac
Josephson componentsJos,2(v) is the so-called interferenc
component~which is due to the interference between t
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584 57S. E. SHAFRANJUK, M. TACHIKI, AND T. YAMASHITA
superfluid and quasiparticle tunneling, and provides the c
tribution to the electric current;coswn,n11, see, e.g., Ref
11!, sqp,1(v) is the so-called quasiparticle ‘‘extractive
component~this component is related to the tunneling ‘‘e
traction’’ of quasiparticles!, and^ . . . &s means the averagin
over the volume of sample. One can perform the calcula
of components of the ac conductivity in the linear respo
approximation within the tunneling model, similarly as
was done, e.g., in Refs. 11,12. For certainity we use an
dinary assumption that the normal stateab-plane electron
transport is metalliclike while thec-axis transport has an
‘‘incoherent’’ tunneling nature~i.e., the tunneling matrix
element11 Tpp8 does not depend on electron momentump
Tpp85T[const!, and that superconductivity in theab planes
can be described within the BCS approximation. Then
normalized tunneling conductivitys'(v,T)/s'N ~s'N is
the c-axis normal-state conductivity!, in fact is a universal
function which depends only on the symmetry of supec
ducting order parameterD(p) as well as on the normalize

parametersv̄5v/D0 and t5T/Tc , Tc52D0/3.5, andD0 is
the maximum magnitude ofD(p) at T50 . For illustration,
we plot the functionssJos,1(v) ~curve A!, sqp,1(v) ~curve
B!, sqp(v) ~curve C!, andsJos,2(v) ~curve D! in Fig. 1 for
thedx22y2 symmetry ofD(p). From formulas~6! and~7! one
can infer that due to the factorŝ coswn,n11&s and
^sinwn,n11&s, the ac conductivity in the vortex state ma
have more complex structure compared to the zero field c
B50. These factors determine the balance between the
sephson and interference parts, contributing to the tota
current in the system. In case of s wave pairing, accordin
Ref. 11, atT→0, andv→0, there is a contribution from
sJos,1only. Then the total current consists of the Joseph
component5 alone. However, at finiteT andv ~and moreover
for the d-wave pairing symmetry!, this kind of assumption5

is not valid anymore, and one has to account for contri
tions from the quasiparticle and interference processes12 as
well. It is essentially important in a finite magnetic fieldB
Þ0 which suppresses the ac Josephson (}sJos,1! and inter-
ference (}sJos,2! parts of total current as dc field grows up
H0. Henceforth we shall see that atB;H0 ~H05F0 /l'c' ;
F0 is the flux quantum! the contribution of the quasiparticl
and interference components even increases.

FIG. 1. The components of ac conductivity atT/D050.4.
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III. DISTRIBUTION OF dc SUPERCURRENT
IN THE FLUXON LATTICE

When a steady state vortex structure is created by
external magnetic fieldB5(0,By,0), the supercurrent densit
becomes quite inhomogeneous inside the sample causin
alternation of average Josephson energy versus the
strength. In a stack of Josephson junctions, in the presenc
fluxon lattice, basically one can not assume that the avera
dc supercurrent @the Josephson part of which i
}^sinwn,n11&s# is equal to zero. It means therefore that the
is a dependence of ac characteristics on the configuratio
vortex lattice. Here we shall not conduct any general cla
fication of fluxon structures, leaving the detailed delineat
for elsewhere. Instead we concentrate our attention on ca
lating ^sinwn,n11&s from a particular solution of Eq.~1!, using
appropriate boundary conditions at the edges of the unit c
The influence of the constant magnetic field on the ac pr
erties is apparent already from Eq.~6!, which contains the
factors^sinwn,n11&s, and^coswn,n11&s ~the last one is related
to the Josephson energy!. In order to determine those ave
ages,̂ sinwn,n11&s, and^coswn,n11&s, one has to implement a
particular solution,wn,n11(x), of Eq. ~1!. Equation~1! must
also be completed by the condition which fixes the positio
of the vortices. Usually it is assumed that in a parallel
magnetic field, the centers of vortices form a triangu
lattice,10 the parameters of which are determined by the c
dition that the magnetic flux isF0 per vortex. This kind of
assumption is apparent, e.g., for the lattice formed by Ab
kosov vortices. However, in the marginally anisotropic a
nonlinear layered system, such as a metal oxide single c
tal, the above guess must better be verified by extensive
rect calculations. Unfortunately, any analytical solution
Eq. ~1! can be obtained only in limiting cases~see, i.e., Ref.
10!, which have very modest practical utility. Therefore w
find a steady state solution numerically. A numerical a
proach was used before by authors of Ref. 15, but they c
sidered mostly nonstationary states while the results w
reported for a stack of onlyN55 junctions, which is not
sufficient in our case. Here we solve Eq.~1! for a stack of
N550 Josephson junctions~we also performed calculation
for a stack ofN5100 junctions, and they show the sam
tendencies!. Then we would like to use the found solution fo
the calculation of aforementioned factors^sinwn,n11&s and
^coswn,n11&s. In this paper we implemented the followin
boundary conditions. Since we are looking for the perio
solution along thex̂ direction, we assumed that the loc
magnetic inductionBy

loc(x) is a periodic function ofx with
period ax5F0 /Bylc' . The integer numberl entering the
last formula was introduced to describe commensura
states of the vortex lattice~see, e.g., Refs. 8,9, where it wa
assumed that in a general case the lattice may contain
vortices not in every adjacent layer but, e.g., in everyl th
layer, and thenax5F0 /Bylc'! . Here we use the paramete
l to quote the junctions in the stack, in which we put fluxo
via boundary conditions. It is achieved by settin
wn,n11(x)ux5xl

5p for the quoted junctions. For instanc

l 52 means that we put a fluxon into each third junction~the
boundary condition in this case is of kin
•••00p00p00p00•••!. Additionally, at the edge of the uni
cell along the a axis we have ¹xwn,n11(x)ux5xl ,xr

5
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57 585ac CURRENTS IN A VORTEX STATE OF LAYERED . . .
(2ec' /\)Buc , wherexl(xr) is the left ~right! edge of the
unit cell, xr5xl1ax , and the parameterBuc is related to the
external dc magnetic field. For the calculations we
Buc5By . Then we proceed the integration of Eq.~1! alongx̂
betweenxl andxr , considering it as a system of first ord
differential equations. As a first step, we integrate Eq.~1!
with ascendingx, and calculatewn,n11(x5xr). Then using,
wn,n11(x5xr) as a new boundary condition, together wi
¹xwn,n11(x)ux5xl ,xr

5(2ec' /\)Buc we move in the oppo-

site direction with descendingx, from xr to xl . In this way,
we repeat the procedure until a stable solution is achieved
Fig. 2 we show a three-dimensional plot for the interlay
Josephson currentj z

n,n21}sinwn,n11 versus thex coordinate
and the index of junction, computed from the solution of E
~1! for the mentioned stack. Contrary to our expectatio
and to results of Refs. 10,15, one can see that instea
triangular lattice the fluxons form an array of chains, orde
along thec axis and periodic along thea axis. From Fig. 2,
one also can infer that the fluxons are quite spatially loc
ized and are distinguished by sharp tails with a core wi
df l;0.7 ranging betweenlJ andl' ~for the plot we used the
following parameters:l 51, lJ50.02,l'52, andBy50.04,
we considered three unit cells to display the periodicity
the supercurrent density distribution!. The applied magnetic
field By is expressed in units ofF0 /(hc'

2 ), h553103 at
~c'51 nm it corresponds toF0 /hc'

2 50.4 T! then the pe-
riod of the fluxon structure along thea axis isax51/(lBy).
The profile and the structure of a separate fluxon is so
what similar to that obtained, e.g., in Refs. 16,17 for a sin
Josephson junction. The values for penetration depths
expressed here in dimensionless units, in which thec-axis
lattice constant corresponds toc'.231024. Those units are
chosen only for the better illustration~e.g., the fluxon core
size in those units is' 1!. Alternating the magnetic induc
tion By and the parameterl one obtains various configura
tions which correspond to local minimums of the free ene
in the Lawrence and Doniach model, and which, howev
have a common feature: they are periodic and consis
buckled chains of fluxons. The buckling is determined by
sizeax of the unit cell~i.e., by the magnetic induction!. Thus

FIG. 2. The distribution of the dc supercurrent dens
sinwn,n11(x) at By50.04 for the threea-axis unit cells in a stack of
Josephson junctions induced by the applied parallel field.
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the variation of the boundary condition shifts only the pha
of a buckled chain and does not make sense in the infi
limit. Similar buckled chains of vortices were observed
means of the Bitter-pattern technique in Ref. 18 for
Y1Ba2Cu3O7 single-crystal sample in a parallel magne
field. Though the initial interpretation19 of the experiment18

was given in terms of Abrikosov vortices considered with
the phenomenological London model, in our opinion, th
kind of approach19 is highly controversial for the layered
superconductor with an intrinsic Josephson effect. Inste
the application of the Lawrence and Doniach model is m
logistic in this case.

Combining the Maxwell equations and the obtained so
tion, one can compute the distribution of the local dc ma
netic induction in our setup as

By,n
loc ~x!5 j 0

4p

c E
2`

x

sin@wn,n11~x!#dx, ~8!

where j 0 is the maximal current density, while thea-axis
component of the dc supercurrent density is obtained fr
the continuity equation (¹,@ ẑ• j z

n,n211 x̂• j x
n#)50, as

j x
n~x!52E

0

x

d~1! j z
n,n21~x!dx, ~9!

where d (1) is the first-order finite difference operator, i.e
d (1)f n5( f n2 f n21)/c' ; f n being an arbitrary function. In
order to compare our results with the Bitter-patte
experiment,18 in Fig. 3 we show the contour plot for th
distribution of the local dc magnetic inductionBy,n

loc (x) ob-
tained forBy50.03 andl 52. The dashed lines in this plo
show contours for equivalent values ofBy,n

loc (x). From the
plot one can also see, that the field penetrates through
fluxons in the way, which is dissimilar to that taking plac
for the Abrikosov vortices, where the field penetrates via
vortex core. Figure 4 presents the three-dimensional~3D!
plot for the distribution of thea-axis dc supercurrent densit
j x
n(x) for the same parameters as in Fig. 2. In this plot

present only one period inx̂ direction. From the mentioned
figure one can see, that the chain of fluxons is reflected
in the j x

n(x) distribution, however the maximums o
j z
n,n21(x) are replaced by minimums~which indeed are

negative! of j x
n(x) instead.

FIG. 3. The distribution of local magnetic fieldBy,n
loc (x) for one

unit cell. The dashed lines show the contours for equivalent va
of By,n

loc (x).
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Departing from the above discussed solution, we calcu
average values of the factors^sinwn,n11&s and^coswn,n11&s,
which are necessary to obtain ac characteristics. Initially
examine an illustrative limiting case of a small sample w
dimensionsLx ,Ly!l' ,lJ . In this limit, the interlayer phase
difference is

wn,n11~x!.2p
F

F0

x

Lx
1w0 ~10!

(F is the magnetic flux! and one obtains a familiar Fraun
hofer pattern9 for the field factorŝ sinwn,n11&s, ^coswn,n11&s
entering into Eqs.~6! and ~7! ~in fact the factors are relate
to a maximal current of each interlayer junction!:

^sin wn,n11&s5^coswn,n11&s5
sin z

z
, ~11!

where

z5p
By

B0
, B05

F0

Lxc'

. ~12!

One could expect that the spatial average of the functi
cos@wn,n11(x)# and sin@wn,n11(x)# over the sample calculate
from the above obtained solution~see Fig. 2! must give, at
certain conditions, a similar pattern. Of course, for a b
sample with a sizeLx ,Ly@l' ,lJ , the Fraunhofer pattern
generally speaking, is hardly observable, because asB0 be-
comes small, the oscillations cannot be well distinguish
Additionally, the pattern could be spoiled due to fluxons e
tering the junction in an irregular way.9 However, in our case
the vortex structure is formed by chains of fluxons deploy
into the sample in a collective way. In this case, becaus
the regularity of the steady state solutionwn,n11(x), the con-
tribution to the factors becomes oscillating as well. This ki
of oscillation is visible Fig. 5, where we compare the facto
^coswn,n11&s versusBy calculated for a small sample from
formula ~ 11! ~curve 1! and for fluxon structures calculate
for l 51, lJ50.02,l'52 ~curve 2!. In the calculations, the
sample size along thea axis was taken asLx58l' . We
notice, that as field alternates, the regular steady state flu
structure is modified and rearranged becoming different fr

FIG. 4. The distribution of theab-plane component of the su
percurrent.
te

e

s
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d
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on

that shown in Fig. 2, which corresponds to a particular c
at By50.04 . This evolution of the fluxon structure produc
kinks in curve 2, which it is not as smooth as curve 1 for
idealized case. In the next section we use these factor
compute the magnetic field dependence of the resonance
quencyVps(B) and the ac penetration depth,l i

ac(v,B).

IV. THE c-AXIS COLLECTIVE OSCILLATIONS
IN dc MAGNETIC FIELD

The above Eqs.~6! and~7! for s1,2(v) with the calculated
field factors allow us to explore ac characteristics of a la
ered superconductor in a dc magnetic field. The most in
esting issues which are currently under discussion1–7,12,13are
related to the collective oscillations and to the ac penetra
depth. Here we assume that the dc magnetic field is dire
along theŷ axis while the vector of transverse ac elect
field is along thex̂ axis. At finite temperatures and in th
case of anisotropic pairing which we would like to delinea
here, the collective mode is determined12 by a balance of
different components of the electric current in conditions
low c-axis conductivity and a relatively high dielectric con

FIG. 6. 3D plot of Re$e'(v,B)% for the s stack. The dc mag-
netic field dependence ofVps(B) is evident from the contour.

FIG. 5. The dc magnetic field dependence of the fac
^coswn,n11(x)&s for the small~curve 1! and big~curve 2! samples.
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57 587ac CURRENTS IN A VORTEX STATE OF LAYERED . . .
stant. The transverse dielectric function then is defined a

e'~v!5Fe`2
4p is'~v,B!

v G , ~13!

wheres'(v,B) is the linear response ac conductivity in th
lateral c-direction which is to be found from microscop
calculations@namely from formulas~6! and ~7!#; e` is the
high-frequency dielectric constant. In this paper we confi
ourselves to study in details the effect of the dc magn
field in the homogeneous interlayer ac current}s'(v,B).
The resonance frequencyVps is determined from the genera
condition

Re$e'~v5Vps ,B!%50 ~14!

at an assumption that Im$e'(v5Vps ,B)% is small. From
Eqs. ~13! and ~14! one can see thatVps depends on the dc
magnetic field vias' . Therefore, to determineVps(B), one
has to computes'(v,B), using the factorŝcoswn,n11&s and
^sinwn,n11&s, which were found from the solutionwn,n11(x)
of Eq. ~1! in Sec. II. The numerical calculations o
Re$e'(v,B)% were performed in a similar way as it wa
described in Refs. 12,14, accounting for the cases of diffe
symmetry of the order parameterD(p) ~p is the electron

FIG. 7. The same 3D plot as before but for thep stack.

FIG. 8. The dc field dependence of the ac field decrem
Im$kab(By)% for a small sample with a flux quantization effect.
e
ic

nt

momentum!. We challenge the following stacks of Josep
son junctions:~i! s stack ~s-wave SC!, ~ii ! g stack ~aniso-
tropic s-wave!, and~iii ! p stack@d wave with an antiphase
orientation ofD(p) petals in adjacent layers12#. Let us note
that when calculating the ac characteristics for thep stack,
one must use a different steady state solution than for c
~i! and~ii !. The equation forwn,n11(x) in case~iii ! is similar
to Eq. ~1!, but has a reversed sign of the Josephson cur
contribution. To compute the function Re$e'(v,B)% for the
s wave symmetry of the order parameter@ s stack# plotted in
Fig. 6, we used the following parameters which are e
pressed in values of the order parameter magnit
D05D(T50). Particularly, in these unitssN'50.7 ~sN' is
the average normal state interlayer tunneling conductiv!
which corresponds to the value 1.6V21 cm21 ~this is a
typical magnitude ofsN' for the single-crystal samples o
La22xSrxCuO4 used in far infrared c-polarized
experiments1,3! and the temperatureT50.12,e`523. From
Fig. 6 one can see that the frequency and dc magnetic
dependence of Re$e'(v,B)% is quite spectacular. The cross
ing by this function of the plane Re$e'%50 is shown in the
figure by the contour. This contour defines the resona
frequency of the collective modeVps(B) which in accor-
dance with Fig. 6 is sharply depressed at the fieldBy.0.07.
This sharp drop in the resonance frequency is related to
first maximum in the Fraunhofer pattern~see Fig. 5!. Then
Vps(B) becomes slightly oscillating as the field grows. T
behaviorVps(B) is saturated at fieldsBy'0.3, andVps(B)
remains finite in these fields though even^coswn,n11&s'0.
The finite value ofVps(B) is caused by so-called ‘‘extrac
tive’’ tunneling contribution@namely, bysJos,1 in formulas
~6!,~7!# which was usually neglected before~see Refs. 5!.
Calculations show that similar dependenceVps(B) ~although
with a smaller magnitude of the resonance frequency! takes
place also for ag stack. As is evident from Fig. 7, the pictur
is different for thep stack. There one can observe th
Vps(B) at small fields is decreased as well, but instead
saturation atBy>0.03 it turns to increase, having a max
mum atBy.0.07. ThenVps(B) oscillates versusBy , up to
By.0.3 at which it becomes finally saturated. The evoluti
of the vortex structure under the external dc field influen
t

FIG. 9. The dc field dependence of the ac field decrem
Im$kab(By)% for a big sample.
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plays an important role for the penetration of ac fields in
layered superconductors. This is illustrated by Figs. 8 an
where we present the dc field dependence of ac field de
ment Im$kab(By)% @kab is a component of the wave vecto
k5(k' ,kab); kab(By)5(v/c)Ae'(v,By)#, which also is re-
lated to the ac penetration depth20

l i
ac~v,By!5

1

Im$kab~By!%
. ~15!

The last formulas are related to a typical idealized setup c
sidered in Refs. 12,13 which assumes a transverse pola
tion of the external field, and also that the wave vectork is
parallel to layers while ac field vectorE is along thec axis.
Initially we examine an interesting limiting case of a sm
sample @see formulas ~11!, ~12! for ^sinwn,n11&s and
^coswn,n11&s#. The results for the ac field decreme
Im$kab(By)% are plotted in Fig. 8 as curves A, B, C, D, E
and G. Atv50.7 @for convenience, the frequency, temper
ture and energy are expressed here in units of the SC en
gapD0 at T50, while Im$kab(By)% is expressed in units o
(D0 /c)Ae`# the curves A@related to s wave symmetry of th
order parameter, case~i!# and B@which itself corresponds to
an anisotropic,d-wave order parameterD(p), case~ii !# be-
have in a similar way, while curve G@p stack, case~iii !# has
an opposite tendency. From the last mentioned curves it
lows that for thep stack, the decrement may turn to a
increment, becoming negative, Im$kab(By)%,0. One can
also see, that at some values of fieldBy , curve G crosses the
zero axis, i.e., Im$kab(By)%50. It means that the ac penetr
tion depthl'

ac(v,By) diverges at those points. Additionall
from the curves A, B, and G one can note an attenua
oscillation of the decrement as field grows. This alternat
is due to magnetic flux quantization in the system of stac
Josephson junctions. As the frequency increases up
v51.7, the decrement diminishes for all the aforemention
.

,
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cases~see curves C, D, and E!. The calculations for a more
realistic case of a larger single crystal with a si
Lx ,Ly.l' ,lJ were performed at the same parameters
were listed before in comments to Figs. 6 and 7~see Fig. 9!.
From Fig. 9 one can infer that the oscillatory behavior of t
decrement may also take place for the larger sample as w
This kind of oscillation is related to deployment of regul
fluxon chains into the sample. The curves are not as smo
as in the previous figure due to changes in topology of
vortex structure asBy alternates. The above data suggest t
Im$kab(By)% ~and the penetration depth! of the ac electro-
magnetic wave is strongly affected by the applied dc m
netic field.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have considered ac properties of l
ered SC’s in a mixed state. We obtained that the dc magn
field affects the Josephson and interference component
the ac current in presence of the pinned fluxon lattice. T
found distribution of the supercurrent density corresponds
localized objects which can be identified as fluxons arran
in buckled chains being similar to the structure observed
the experiment.18 As the field is increased, the structu
changes its shape, and is washed out as fluxons overlap
computed s-stack frequency-field dependencies
Re$e'(v,B)% indicate that the resonance collective mo
Vps is suppressed by the applied dc field, but remains fin
due to the ‘‘extractive’’ contribution. However, for thep
stack,Vps is reduced only atBy,0.06, and then it begins to
increase. We found that the finite dc magnetic field chan
the ac current components leading to visible anomalies in
ac penetration depthl i

ac(v,B), due to reactive properties o
the fluxon lattice’s environment. The results emphasize
importance of the intrinsic Josephson effect to determine
ac behavior of layered SC’s in a dc magnetic field.
-
H.
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